RACING STEWARDS’ REPORT – SATURDAY 22 AUGUST 2020
Board of Racing Stewards: Messrs S. de Chalain (Chairman), H. Maigrot, P. Kalleechurn, A. Rousset
& Ms J. Keevy.
Weather: Partly cloudy
Track: Good 2.8
Rail position: 4.75m
GENERAL

a) Jockey R. Boutanive, who was dislodged in the 2nd race, was stood down by the course medical
officer, injured. The Stewards approved the following replacement riders:
D. Bheekary on Internet Kid (Race 8) and K. Kalychurun on Delusional (Race 9).
b) Jockey D. David was stood down on medical grounds after the 6 th race. The Stewards approved
the following replacement riders:
G. D. Aucharuz on Declarator (Race 8) and N. Juglall on Grey Again (Race 9).
RACE 1 – THE MR. CALIFORNIA – JMLS CANCER SUPPORT CUP – 1850M
Redwood Valley – Jumped awkwardly and shifted ground outwards, bumping The Barrister, carrying it
outwards onto Blunderbuss. Steadied near the 1650 metres. Passing the 1300 metres, shifted ground
inwards and bumped the running rail.
Sir Capers – Slow into stride and thereafter, was taken across to race behind runners. Passing the 450
metres, was taken out to improve its position and raced wide from then onwards. Inconvenienced near the
finish.
Daredevil Aviator – Stood awkwardly in its gate, jumped awkwardly and was slow into stride. Shortly after
the start, shied away from Kings Empire and shifted ground inwards, crowding Blunderbuss onto The
Barrister. Passing the 100 metres, when taking the lead, raced green and shifted ground inwards.
Leaving the 75 metres, shifted ground outwards abruptly, resulting in Blunderbuss, which was racing on
its outside, shying away and shifting ground outwards and in doing so, inconvenienced Sir Capers
approaching the finish.
Kings Empire – Over-raced in the early stages.
The Barrister – Bumped and carried outwards shortly after the start. Leaving the 600 metres, was taken
out to improve its position on the outside of the leader.
Bypass – Slow to begin. From the 1100 metres, took no interest in the race, gave ground to the field and
finished tailed off. When questioned, jockey Boutanive explained that after being slow to begin, he urged
his mount forward in view of racing with the field, however his mount took no interest in the race from
leaving the 1300 metres and passing the 1100 metres, despite his urgings, failed to muster speed and
gave ground to the rest of the field. The Stewards, not being satisfied with the performance of Bypass,
informed trainer Nagadoo that this gelding has been suspended from racing for 90 days.
Blunderbuss – Slow to begin. Leaving the 75 metres, shied away from Daredevil Aviator and shifted
outwards, inconveniencing Sir Capers.
GENERAL
Jockey Bussunt (Redwood Valley) was found guilty of a contravention of MTC Rule 160 A (h) in that he
used his whip in an excessive manner in the closing stages of the race by striking his mount more than
three times on consecutive strides. A penalty of a warning was imposed.
Result: 1st: Daredevil Aviator, 2nd: Blunderbuss, 3rd: Redwood Valley, 4th: Sir Capers

RACE 2 – THE PIERRE NOEL CUP – 1450M

Bouclette Top – Slow to begin and was urged forward to secure a position closer to the pace.
Approaching the 1300 metres, raced in restricted room, with It Doesn’t Matter, which was racing on the
inside of Silver Heritage and being taken inwards, having to be taken out to relieve the pressure. Passing
the 1300 metres, clipped the heels of Minaloushe Venture, which had shifted out away from the heels of
King Of Tara, and stumbled badly, with jockey Boutanive being dislodged. Newsman and Jullidar, which
were following, were taken outwards to avoid the fallen rider. Leaving the 1000 metres, the riderless horse
improved into a tight gap on the inside of It Doesn’t Matter, resulting in the latter being carried outwards,
which in turn carried Newsman wider on the track. Passing the 800 metres, the riderless horse shifted
ground in front of Minaloushe Venture, resulting in the latter having to be steadied. Vet report: Lame off
fore.
King Of Tara – Approaching the 100 metres, commenced to shift ground outwards, with jockey Joorawon
switching his whip to his left hand. Close to the winning post, whilst riding with the whip in the left hand,
jockey Joorawon hit jockey Bheekary’s (Silver Heritage) whip. Vet report: Cast near fore shoe.
It Doesn’t Matter - Approaching the 1300 metres, raced in restricted room between Bouclette Top and
Silver Heritage, which had been taken inwards. It was then taken out to relieve the pressure. Leaving the
1000 metres, was carried outwards and, in doing so, carried Newsman wider on the track.
Minaloushe Venture – Jumped awkwardly and shifted ground inwards, brushing the right side of its gate.
Passing the 1300 metres, shifted out away from the heels of King Of Tara. Steadied passing the 800
metres.
Jullidar – Slow to begin. Leaving the 1300 metres, was taken outwards to avoid the fallen rider of
Bouclette Top. Leaving the 1100 metres, eased and taken out. Approaching the 200 metres, was
switched to the outside of runners to secure clear running.
Newsman – Leaving the 1300 metres, was steadied and taken out to avoid the heels of Bouclette Top.
Carried wide approaching the 900 metres. Raced wide from passing the 450 metres.
Street Byte – Near the 1000 metres, was carried out by Newsman, and was eased to secure the one-off
position behind Newsman. Leaving the 250 metres, was switched the outside of Minaloushe Venture to
secure clear running. Approaching the 100 metres, commenced to shift ground outwards, with jockey
Rama switching his whip to his left hand.
GENERAL
On inquiry, it was established that approaching the 1300 metre mark, jockey Bheekary (Silver Heritage)
shifted in marginally with It Doesn’t Matter racing tight onto Bouclette Top which then raced in restricted
room between It Doesn’t Matter and Minaloushe Venture (jockey Bussunt) for a number of strides,
jockey Bheekary then angled his mount outwards to relieve the pressure immediately. Thereafter, King Of
Tara (jockey Joorawon) who had been urged forward to take the lead, secured a position on the rail and
when being settled, slowed the pace marginally with both Minaloushe Venture and Bouclette Top, which
had been urged forward from the start, commencing to overrace. Minaloushe Venture when being
settled, threw its head and raced ungenerously, shifting ground outwards marginally. Jockey Boutanive
then steadied Bouclette Top which was awkwardly placed closed to the heels of MInaloushe Venture
with Bouclette Top getting its head up shifting inwards marginally and clipping the heels of Minaloushe
Venture, stumbling badly and disloging jockey Boutanive. The Stewards, after considering evidence
presented by the respective jockeys and viewing the video replays of the incident, could not apportion
blame to any one rider, decided to not proceed further other than to report this as a racing incident.
Result: 1st: Silver Heritage, 2nd: King Of Tara, 3rd: Newsman, 4th: It Doesn’t Matter

RACE 3 –THE NUNDKISHORE GUJADHUR CUP – 1400M
Acting on veterinary advice that Bestday Of Mylife’s chest was swollen, the Stewards ordered its
withdrawal at 9.30 a.m. on Friday 21 August. In view of the GRA directive No. 7 of Directions No. 1 of
2018, which states: “No single horse race shall have less than six (6) horses, except that a “Protected
Race” shall be run and may not be cancelled by a horse-racing organiser when there is a minimum of
three (3) horses from 2 different stables”, the five remaining runners were scratched and fixed odds bets
on this race were ordered to be refunded.
With regards to the Tote, the Win, Place, Swinger, Exacta, Trifecta and Quartet bets were ordered to be
refunded. In relation to the Pick 8, Place Accumulator and Pick 6, all runners were considered as winners,
consequently punters were to select at least one runner in this race.

RACE 4 – THE DR. V. PIERRE GOUPILLE CUP – 1600M
Correct weight was withheld for the Stewards to view the video replays of the home straight and to
consider an objection lodged by jockey Aucharuz, the rider of Texas Sky, which was declared 2nd, against
Moschino, being declared the winner, on the grounds of interference in the closing stages of the race.
Evidence was taken from both riders and trainers. It was established that from leaving the 200 metres,
Moschino commenced to shift ground inwards when improving on the outside of Texas Sky, with both
horses making contact near the 100 metres, with jockey Joorawon then straightening his mount and
Moschino quickening away from Texas Sky over the concluding stages. The Stewards, taking into
consideration the degree of interference, the beaten margin and the fact that jockey Aucharuz had never
stopped riding his mount, dismissed the objection and the correct weight was declared on the Judges
semaphored numbers.
Lumber Jackaroo – Approaching the 1100 metres, had to be eased when awkwardly placed close to the
heels of Texas Sky. Commenced to give ground from leaving the 400 metres. Vet report: Breathing noise,
bled one nostril.
Texas Sky – Jumped awkwardly and shifted ground outwards, making contact with Subtropical.
Subtropical then shifted ground outwards, crowding Supreme Orator onto Driven Force.
Driven Force – Carried wide leaving the 1100 metres and raced wide from then onwards. Vet report:
Lame off fore.
Subtropical – Shortly after the start, was bumped and shifted ground outwards. Leaving the 400 metres,
for a short distance, was unable to improve from behind Potawatomi. Leaving the 250 metres, was
switched to the inside of Lumber Jackaroo to secure clear running.
Potawatomi – Slow to begin. Raced in restricted room approaching the 1300 metres. Raced fiercely in the
early stages. Leaving the 1100 metres, had to be eased when awkwardly placed close to the heels of
Moschino. Leaving the 400 metres, had to be eased when Lumber Jackaroo commenced to give
ground.
Supreme Orator – Slow to begin. Shortly after, was crowded for room. Approaching the 1300 metres, was
cramped for galloping room and had to be eased. Leaving the 450 metres, for some distance, was held up
when unable to improve from behind Moschino.
Moschino – Near the 1100 metres, commenced to race fiercely and was taken out to avoid the heels of
Lumber Jackaroo and, in doing so, carried Driven Force wider on the track.
GENERAL
a) On inquiry, jockey Teeha (Driven Force) pleaded guilty to a contravention of MTC Rule 160 A (d) in
that approaching the 1300 metres, he failed to take the necessary steps to ensure that he did not interfere
with Supreme Orator, resulting in the latter becoming cramped for galloping room and having to be
eased. He was suspended from riding in races for one Mauritian race meeting.
b) On inquiry, jockey Joorawon (Moschino) was found guilty of a contravention of MTC Rule 160 A (d) in
that he failed to take the necessary steps to ensure that his mount did not intimidate Potawatomi in that
approaching the 1400 metres, for some distance. he took his mount inwards on two occasions, resulting in
Potawatomi, which was racing on his inside, racing in restricted room and having to be eased. He was
fined Rs.25,000.
c) On inquiry, it was established that passing the 1100 metres, when Iron Wolf (jockey Juglall) improved
on the outside of Lumber Jackaroo (jockey Ségeon), the latter commenced to overrace and had to be
steadied when awkwardly placed close to the heels of Texas Sky (jockey Aucharuz) which resulted in
Moschino (jockey Joorawon) and Potawatomi (jockey Bussunt), which were following, being steadied for
a number of strides. After considering evidence taken from the respective riders, the Stewards decided to
not proceed any further.
Result: 1st: Moschino, 2nd: Texas Sky, 3rd: Potawatomi, 4th: Driven Force

RACE 5 – THE CHICA CUP – 1850M
Correct weight was withheld for the Stewards to view the start of the race. It was established that prior to
the start being effected, Consul Of War reared with the handler still having a hold on its bridle when the
start was effected, resulting in Consul Of War being slow to begin. After taking evidence from jockey
Rama and trainer Daby and viewing the video replays, the Stewards, acting under Rule 144 (1), declared
Consul Of War a non runner. All bets on the horse were ordered to be refunded and fixed-odds winning
bets were paid less 15 cents per rupee, the average price of Consul Of War being 11/2.

Ovation Award – Slow into stride. From its wide draw, was taken across to race behind runners. Raced
fiercely in the early and middle stages and near the 1450 metres, when being restrained to avoid the heels
of Charleston Hero, got its head up and raced ungenerously for some distance. When questioned, jockey
Juglall explained that his mount had over-raced in the early stages and when asked for an effort passing
the 300 metres, failed to quicken and stayed one paced into the home straight and was disappointing. He
added that this gelding is a light framed horse and had lost weight after its last race this season. Vet
report: Bled both nostrils. Acting on veterinary advice, the gelding has been suspended for 30 days.
Senatla – Raced wide in the early and middle stages. Vet report: Injured near hind fetlock.
Moonrise Sensation – Shortly after the start, shifted ground outwards, crowding Charleston Hero onto
Protea Paradise. Jockey Bheekary was shown the video replays of this incident, severely reprimanded
and advised that in future he should stop riding and straighten his mounts when they shift ground. Leaving
the 250 metres, had to be eased to avoid the heels of Charleston Hero.
Protea Paradise – Slow into stride. Raced wide in the early and middle stages.
Consul Of War – Dipped at the crossing at the 450 metres.
The Grey Crusader – Approaching the 100 metres, was switched to the inside of Moonrise Sensation to
continue going forward. Vet report: Lame off fore.
Charleston Hero – Approaching the 1650 metres, shifted ground inwards and raced tight onto The Grey
Crusader. Raced fiercely in the early stages. Approaching the 500 metres, was taken out to improve its
position and raced wide from then onwards.
GENERAL
On inquiry, jockey Sooful (Charleston Hero) pleaded guilty to a contravention of MTC Rule 160 A (d) in
that approaching the 250 metres, he failed to take the necessary steps to ensure that he did not interfere
with Moonrise Sensation by shifting ground inwards resulting in the latter becoming cramped for
galloping room and having to be eased. He was fined a sum of Rs 15 000.
Result: 1st: Spring Man, 2nd: Moonrise Sensation, 3rd: Charleston Hero, 4th: The Grey Crusader

RACE 6 - THE LEOVILLE L’HOMME CUP – 1400M
Virtue – Hung in in the home straight.
Ehsaan – When questioned regarding its poor showing, jockey Joorawon explained that he was instructed
to urge his mount forward and race closer to the pace, and stay in a one-off position, as Trippi’s Express,
who in his opinion was the horse to beat, would probably be leading or race close to the leader. As such,
the plan was to make it work to get to the lead. Jockey Joorawon further explained that after jumping only
fairly, he had to use his mount to ride per instructions, with it over-racing in the early stages. It then raced
in a relaxed manner, and when asked for an effort passing the 300 metres, quickened over a short
distance before staying one-paced, being disappointing.
Trippi’s Express – Raced wide in the early stages. Approaching the 300 metres, was taken out to
improve its position and made the turn into the home straight wide. Hung in in the early stages of the
home straight.
Pera Palace – Jumped outwards. Raced wide in the early stages. Over-raced in the early stages.
Tower Of Wisdom – From its wide draw, was taken across to race behind runners.
Result: 1st: Tower Of Wisdom, 2nd: Virtue, 3rd: Trippi’s Express, 4th: Ehsaan

RACE 7 – THE HINTERLAND CUP – GROUP 3 – 1400M
Baritone – Approaching the 450 metres, was taken out to improve its position and, in doing so, carried
Elusive Path wider on the track. Approaching the 100 metres, shifted ground inwards, slightly
inconveniencing Table Bay. Vet report: Bled one nostril.
Table Bay – Passing the 1300 metres, was crowded for room and had to be checked on the inside of
Elusive Path. Approaching the 700 metres, was taken out and allowed to stride forward to improve its
position. Slightly inconvenienced approaching the 100 metres.
Wall Tag – Leaving the 200 metres, shifted ground outwards.
Elusive Path – Carried inwards passing the 1300 metres. Raced fiercely in the middle stages and, when
being restrained, raced ungenerously for some distance. Vet report: Lame off fore.
GENERAL

a) On inquiry, jockey Sooful (Elusive Path) pleaded guilty to a contravention of MTC rule 160A (j) for
failing to ride his mount to the satisfaction of the Racing Stewards, the particulars being that, in a slow run
race, after having tried to settle his mount from near the 1200 metres, leaving the 1000 metres when the
pace slowed down further and there was an opportunity for him to let his mount, which was racing fiercely,
improve and secure the lead, he instead over restrained the latter over a distance, this being
counterproductive to its performance. He was suspended from riding in races for 3 Mauritian race
meetings and fined a sum of Rs 25,000.
b) On inquiry, jockey Juglall (Wall Tag) was found guilty of a contravention of MTC rule 160A (f) in that
approaching the 1300 metres, he carelessly allowed his mount to shift in, carrying Elusive Path inwards
with Elusive Path shying away from Wall Tag and and shifting inwards onto Table Bay which was
cramped for galloping room and forced to check. He was suspended from riding in races for one Mauritian
race meeting and fined a sum of Rs 25,000.
Result: 1st: Baritone, 2nd: Wall Tag, 3rd: Table Bay, 4th: Elusive Path

RACE 8 – THE BABS A. R. MOOSSA CUP – 1500M
Var Express – Passing the 450 metres, was taken out to improve its position and raced wide from then
onwards. Jockey Joorawon dropped his whip near the 100 metres.
Internet Kid – Slow to begin. Eased leaving the 900 metres.
Perfect Pursuit – Raced wide from the 900 metres. Approaching the 800 metres, when being restrained,
got its head up and raced ungenerously for some distance. Var Express and River Thames, which were
following, were inconvenienced and had to be eased.
River Thames – Jumped awkwardly, throwing its head sideways and was slow to begin. Passing the 800
metres, was eased for a number of strides when the pace slowed down to avoid the heels of Var Express.
Senor’s Guest - Approaching the 800 metres, was taken out to avoid the heels of After The Order when
the pace slowed down.
After The Order – Approaching the 800 metres, had to be eased when awkwardly placed close to the
heels of Amandla. Approaching the 100 metres, commenced to shift ground outwards, with jockey Sooful
straightening his mount. Shortly after, it then shifted in abruptly, slightly inconveniencing River Thames.
Jockey Sooful was shown video replays of this incident, severely reprimanded, and told that he is to
exercise more care when his horses shift ground in future.
Amandla – Jumped awkwardly and shifted ground outwards, slightly inconveniencing Internet Kid.
Leaving the 900 metres was restrained, resulting in After The Order, which was following, becoming
awkwardly placed close to its heels and having to be eased. Senor’s Guest, which was following After
The Order, was also inconvenienced and had to be taken out to avoid its heels.
GENERAL
a) Jockey Aucharuz (Declarator) signed an admission of guilt for a contravention of MTC Rule 160 A (h)
in that he used his whip in an excessive manner in the early stages of the race. He was fined Rs.5,000.
b) On inquiry, jockey Bussunt (Perfect Pursuit) was found guilty of a contravention of MTC rule 160A (b)
in that leaving the 900 metres he excessively reduced the pace of his mount, thereby causing interference
directly to Var Express which was following, with Var Express having to be eased to avoid its heels and
losing its position and River Thames which was following Var Express having to be eased to avoid its
heels. He was suspended from riding in races for 1 Mauritian race meeting.
c) On inquiry, jockey Rama (Amandla) pleaded guilty to a contravention of MTC rule 160A (b) in that
leaving the 900 metres he excessively reduced the pace of his mount, thereby causing interference
directly to After the Order which was following, with After The Order then having to be eased to avoid its
heels and Senor’s Guest, which was following After The Order having to be eased and taken out to
avoid its heels. He was fined Rs.20,000.
Result: 1st: Var Express, 2nd: Declarator, 3rd: Senor’s Guest, 4th: Amandla

RACE 9 – THE WINGED PHAROAH PLATE – 1400M
Grey Again – Slow to begin.
Mr Mogambo – Shortly after the start, was taken inwards, losing ground on the rest of the field. Passing
the 400 metres, was taken out from behind Grey Again to improve its position and carried Delusional
wider on the track.

Double Games – Shortly after the start when being urged forward, shifted ground outwards, slightly
inconveniencing Justinian.
Double Gratitude – Slow to begin, thereafter was taken across to race behind runners. Passing the 1300
metres, was cramped for room on the inside of Delusional. Hung out in the home straight.
Justinian – Fractious in its gate prior to the start being effected. Jumped awkwardly and shifted ground
outwards, making contact with Manolete. Slightly inconvenienced shortly after. From the 1365 metres,
commenced to race fiercely and proved difficult to settle. Leaving the 1300 metres, raced in restricted
room between Manolete and Kali’s Champ. Shifted in near the 1100 metres. Jockey Joorawon was
shown the videos replays of the incident, severely reprimanded and advised to take more care when
shifting ground in future. Passing the 1200 metres, when being settled, got its head up and raced
ungenerously. Hung in from the 600 metres.
Kali’s Champ – Near the 1100 metres, clipped the heels of Justinian, which had shifted in and stumbled.
Delusional – Slow to begin. Carried wide passing the 400 metres.
GENERAL
a) On inquiry, trainer Sewdyal explained that at it last start, Mr Mogambo was urged forward to race close
to the pace, raced fiercely throughout and failed to quicken. As such, for Saturday’s race, he informed the
Stewards that from its wide draw he was not going to insist for the lead and would rather settle the gelding
where comfortable in order for it to relax during the race and hopefully quicken as it did in its second last
start over 990 metres. Jockey Aucharuz confirmed these instructions and explained that after jumping well
he had to ease his mount in view to secure a position on the rail in mid field where Mr Mogambo relaxed.
He further explained that due to the fast pace in the race, he found himself racing further back from the
lead than expected. He also said that at this point in time he did not panic as, according to him, with that
strong pace he was expecting the leaders to fade over the concluding stages. He further stated that
leaving the 450 metres he improved his position behind Grey Again and seeing that the latter was inclined
to shift ground outwards, he thought about improving on its inside, however jockey Juglall corrected his
mount with Grey Again shifting back in towards the rail, he then angled his mount outwards to improve
around horses with Mr Mogambo quickening well to finish 3 rd. In his opinion, had he insisted in the early
stages to race closer to the lead, it would have been detrimental to this gelding’s performance. Trainer
Sewdyal concurred and added that the gelding had raced well from coming off the pace and that in future
it would be ridden similarly. After consideration, the Stewards decided not to proceed further other than to
advise jockey Aucharuz that his ride had come under notice and that in future he is to show better
judgement when riding in races.
b) On inquiry, it was established that after being slow to begin, Double Gratitude, which was jumping
from draw 7, was angled inwards and urged forward on the inside of Delusional, which had jumped from
draw 6. Leaving the 1300 metres jockey Kalychurun (Delusional) angled his mount inwards in order to
secure a run on the rail with Double Gratitude, which was improving on its inside, becoming
inconvenienced and having to be steadied. The Stewards, after consideration, decided not to proceed
further other than to reprimand jockey Bussunt (Double Gratitude) for shifting in abruptly and attempting
to take a run which was not his on the inside of Delusional. Jockey Kalychurun was also reprimanded and
advised to take more care when shifting ground in future.
Result: 1st: Double Games, 2nd: Manolete, 3rd: Mr Mogambo, 4th: Grey Again

GENERAL
a) Pre-race blood specimens were taken from all runners.
b) Routine post-race urine and blood specimens were taken for analysis from all winners and from Texas Sky
(Race 4), Ovation Award (Race 5), Eshaan (Race 2) and Wall Tag (Race 7).
c) Urine specimens were taken for analysis from jockeys S. Bussunt, D. David and K. Kalychurun, who also
passed a breathalyzer test. Jockey R. Boutanive passed a breathalyzer test.

SUMMARY (11-20)
Fines

1
4
5
8
8

S. Bussunt (Redwood Valley): Rs.5,000 for excessive use of the whip (closing stages)
R. Joorawon (Moschino): Rs.25,000 for intimidation (1400m)
B. Sooful (Charleston Hero): Rs.15,000 for crossing (250m)
G. D. Aucharuz (Declarator): Rs.5,000 for excessive use of the whip (early stages)
S. Rama (Amandla): Rs.20,000 for excessively reducing the pace (900m)

Suspensions

4
8

N. Teeha (Driven Force) : 1 race meeting for interference (1300m)
S. Bussunt (Perfect Pursuit): 1 race meeting for excessively reducing the pace (900m)

Suspensions &
Fines

7
7

B. Sooful (Elusive Path): 3 race meetings & Rs.25,000 for failing to ride to satisfaction
of Stewards
N. Juglall (Wall Tag): 1 race meeting & Rs.25,000 for careless riding (1300m)

Warning

1

S. Bussunt (Redwood Valley): Warned for excessive use of the whip (closing stages)

Reprimands

5

D. Bheekary (Moonrise Sensation): severely reprimanded and advised to stop riding
and straighten his mounts when they shift ground (shortly after start)
B. Sooful (After The Order): severely reprimanded and advised to take more care
when his horses shift ground (100m)
R. Joorawon (Justinian): severely reprimanded and advised to take care when shifting

8
9

ground (1100m)

9
9

S. Bussunt (Double Gratitude): reprimanded for shifting in abruptly (1300m)

Horse
Suspensions

1
5

Bypass – poor performance (90 days)
Ovation Award - Bled (30 days)

OVE

2
4
5
7

Bouclette Top
Driven Force
The Grey Crusader
Elusive Path

K. Kalychurun (Delusional): reprimanded and advise to take care when shifting ground (1300m)

Stéphane de Chalain
Chief Stipendiary Steward

)
) Lame
)
)

